Sisters and brothers!

This certain day, in my country, people name each other this ‘old fashioned’ way, because the war has come to our home.

Ukraine is democratic country. That’s why in 2010, when the majority elected Victor Yanukovych, when people refused Yulia Timoshenko with support – Ukraine silently agreed. But Yanukovych began to construct vulgar colonial dictatorship. And when the leader is not adequate to the expectations of majority – the problems are behind the door, knocking. Yanukovych’s refusal to sign the association with EU, became the last drop.

This refusal provoked the active protest. Everything started accidentally – reacting on the facebook post, claim to act, of the journalist, Mustafa Nayem, people, mostly students, went to the main square of Kyiv, the ‘Maydan. It was on Friday, at the end of working week, so the demonstration under the European and Ukrainian flags with the claims of the immediate signing of the agreement appeared not so numerous and powerful. And if nothing happened despite this demonstration, at the start of next week people would just go home.

But, the night of November 30 happened – there happened something so unprecedented in contemporary history, something impossible for Ukrainian world. Students were atrociously beaten by Special Forces of Ministry of Internal Affairs, just before the dawn. These forces where from Donetsk and Crimea, because all other departm...
A new point of reference was February 20, when the Heavenly Hundred (100 unarmed demonstrators) was gunned down and burned in the House of Trade Unions. Heavenly Hundred - is 98 ordinary Ukrainian people. Students, entrepreneurs, retirees, workers - put Ukraine above the value of their life. It was February 20 when, along with the Heavenly Hundreds, there were killed several police officers, it became apparent, that the purpose of provocateurs to incite Ukrainians to kill each other, clearing the way for conqueror of Ukraine.

Purpose of the provocateur – to rise a civil war, and to drown Kyiv in the blood. And at the bottom of Pechersk Lavra - the main shrine of the Slavic Orthodox, hoist tricolor occupation.

Apparently that's why on the medal, which the Kremlin regime has awarded people who performed the occupation of our province Crimea, is dated February 20. Putin's propaganda is trying to make it look like there is a civil war in Ukraine. Like if Ukrainians are killing each other for ideological reasons. That's not true. Yes, most of the separatists are Ukrainians. But none of the separatists are fighting for free, they all are fighting for the money. And this money is brought from Russia. Moreover. Commanders at all, and I emphasize all gangs - are the citizens of Russia. And they are not ordinary citizens, they are Russian officers of Russian Secret Service.

I am completely responsible and want to officially inform you that in Ukraine there have not been and will not be a civil war. As though, one had not dreamed about it, and despite all that huge resources and efforts, which are wasted on her artificial incitement. Generally this is the war between two different value systems, between two different projects of future – “whether everything will be Putin, whether everything be Ukraine, as a symbol of Freedom and Justice.” That's the true.

The imagination of the Kremlin dreamers, that Ukraine - is a misunderstanding, for which no one will go to fight, were false and untenable. The small winning war did not happened. Ukraine exist. It's typical democracy. Sovereign. Declaring, with the revolutions of Dignity, it’s own project of the future, based on Freedom and Justice.

Actually, now it's the Ukraine. Ukraine exists and everyone, including me, if needed will fight for Ukraine. Kremlin already lost his war. Now we are talking only about the extent of losses that are incurred for errors of Putin's Russia.

In this regard, it would be reasonable to move from confusion to correcting errors. That's clear, that such hybrid type of war, that the Kremlin regime is waging against Ukraine aims to avoid the admission of a party of the conflict. To have the direct influence on his deployment, passing and most importantly, results. To achieve its goals - the destruction of the new Ukraine, occupation and turning it into a vassal state formation.

That is why we are not dealing with the usual classical war, but a war that stands on 3 pillars - treachery, cowardice, but most importantly - solid and total lie. Over the past half-century it has become a benchmark, such lies are cold ‘gebelsovschina’. But Putin's propaganda overcomed her, though it seemed unthinkable. But today is not February, today it can only deceive itself. Because, as party of the conflict, moreover, as the party, who went to war, it will have no effect on the formation of a new post-war world geometry.

It is understood that the operation "Smoldering peat bog" pursued by Putin's Kremlin in our Luhansk and Donetsk regions, aims to remove from the agenda the question of the occupation of other our territory- the Crimea and violation of the integrity of Ukraine.

Therefore peace in the East of Ukraine can only be achieved within unconditional restoration the territorial integrity of Ukraine. Only the liberation of the occupied territories will bring peace to Europe.
When in his inaugural speech, the President Poroshenko said that the Crimea was, is and will be Ukrainian, he only expressed the general opinion of the whole country.

Thus, the termination of a hot war that erupted in the center of Europe, some thousand kilometers from Berlin and Vienna, when the streets are full of shooting and kidnapping of the people, bringing down planes, destroying factories, mines, bridges, railways, that Putin's regime is waging against the free Ukraine, is possible only on the principles of universal recognition of the inviolability of Helsinki Accords of 1975, recognition of the inviolability established after Second World War borders and inalienable right of all peoples to determine their own political system, the national language, a form of government.

But aggression against Ukraine - it's not just a Kremlin war against a sovereign state. Not just reformatting the world order, established after World War II. Putin began a war, in which the first people, who suffered losses, were labour, workpeople. Working people already have those losses in Russia and in Ukraine today.

The main loss of the war, which Ukraine has suffered, except the death of our best brothers and sisters, except the destruction of our cities, factories, mines, bridges - the defeat of the Maidan, as the movement for Justice. War overshadowed the problem of the struggle for Justice. Billionaires became the governors of Dnipropetrovsk and Donetsk, and the President elected is billionaire.

With the thunder of war drums, dramatically increased the level of exploitation: if the last three months wages rose by 3.5%, the prices rose more than 50%. And from 1 July utility bills will increase by another 90%. But government has not raised taxes on the wealthy over 25%.

The new government, although calls itself a democratic, but unconditionally sacrifice economic interests of the people and unconditionally accepted all the issues of the IMF, which even Yanukovych would not agree. Because of this, this autumn we expect a new wave of civil protests.

The most important result of Revolution of Dignity is that the people rebeate the main power in Ukraine. But, because of the war, our people did not gain the justice for this moment. Our party – is traditional Maydan Party. The first Maydan was actually in 2001 and was named ‘Ukraine without Kuchma’. Our Party were one the founders of that Maydan, and I – was one of the five members of the Maydan's Council.

But this day, we understand clearly that Maydan is the movement of luddites. Such movement, as each negative protest, is able to destroy, but is sentenced to fail, when it tries to build. It's clear for us: Maydan, which will be able to win, to build the World of Justice – its Trade Unions. That's why, generally supporting Maydan, our party together with the strongest Trade Unions of Ukraine, since winter, began complex program of consolidation of the Ukrainian workpeople within the project of new, Just Ukraine.

This program has found such strong respond in the hearts of people, that could only suspend it in a combat zone in the east and only temporarily. But today we can say, that dream of the leader of our Party, Yuri Buzdugan - create a real working alliance of social democracy and the trade unions, come true. We are convinced that only such Union is able to achieve justice for the workers of Ukraine. People no longer wanted to vote for the oligarchs, or traitors to their country. This Union will give them opportunity to vote for themselves.

We got a lot of pain. Every day we bury our best brothers and sisters. We saw a lot of grief, but we have become even stronger. During these few months, we have experienced several centuries. Our men from lazy Europeans, who have to be persuaded for two months to nail a shelf in the house,
turned into a revolutionary Latin Americans, capable to build an insurmountable barricade across the wide avenue for 2 hours. But most importantly, we learned the price of everything.

We learned the price so-called brothers, friends and enemies. Those, whom we considered our closest brothers, came to our house to kill and plunder, while pouring on us endless streams of the dirtiest lie. Europeans, which we considered an outpost of democracy and peace, appeasing the aggressor today as they appeased Hitler. After the overthrow of the dictator after the war began in Kyiv, The European Foundation for Democracy, to state in his report that their partner in our country is not a party member of the International, but the man of Yanukovych, who was and remains a part of the old regime. I think they should explain their position.

But the new reality has opened for us good opportunities. I want to express our infinite gratitude for Polish brothers, truly kindred solidarity and sympathy they have shown to us. Brothers Lithuanians who fought as best they could for us. And the brothers Swedes. Always so restrained and so sincere right now. We did not count on the help and support that we have with our Turkish brothers for our Ukrainian Tatars of Crimea. And of course, Belarus, with its tricky Batko. That's what today is our real family in the larger community of nations. We will never forget your solidarity and support and always will be with those who were with us in difficult times.

And, as well, we are very proud of our International. At that time, as our nationalists angrily left their International, which enthusiastically supported Putin’s aggression, we got solidarity and support.

Glory to Ukraine!

Glory to all labour and working people of the world.
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